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ABSTRACT
The rarefaction effects on the catalytic decomposition of NH3 in ruthenium–coated planar microchannels is
numerically simulated in the Knudsen number range 0.015-0.03. A colocated finite–volume method is used to
solve the governing equations. A concentration jump model derived from the kinetic theory of gases is
employed to account for the concentration discontinuity at the reactive walls. A detailed surface reaction
mechanism for ammonia decomposition on ruthenium along with a multi-component species diffusion model
are used to study the effects of concentration jump coupled with velocity slip and temperature jump on the
walls. The velocity-slip, temperature-jump and concentration-jump boundary conditions have miscellaneous
effects on flow, temperature and species concentration fields. The results suggest that the velocity-slip
boundary condition only slightly influences the species distribution at the edge of the Knudsen layer as well
as inside the channel, while the temperature-jump boundary condition affects the heat and mass transfer
characteristics the most. The concentration-jump effect, on the other hand, can counter balance the
temperature-jump effects in some cases.
Keywords: Ammonia decomposition; Heterogeneous reactions; Velocity slip; Temperature jump;
Concentration jump; Microchannel.
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pre-exponential factor
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channel height
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mass diffusion flux
rate constant of reaction i
channel length
reaction order
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total number of gas phase species
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pressure
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gas constant
production rate of gas phase species
production rate of surface species
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time
temperature
temperature of the gas at the edge of
Knudsen layer
velocity of the gas at the edge of Knudsen
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mass-averaged velocity vector
molar mass of species k
mixture molar mass
mole fraction of species k
mass fraction of species k
site fraction of species n
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specific heat ratio
sticking coefficient of adsorption reaction i
accommodation coefficient
thermal conductivity
viscosity
density
number of surface sites occupied by surface
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surface site density
viscous dissipation
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1.

further miniaturization continues, modeling such
systems becomes more and more complicated, since
new physical phenomena should be taken into
account. One of the complications in dealing with
micro-scale devices is that the common continuum
assumption can break down as the characteristic
length scale of these devices approaches the mean
molecular free path. In such a case, the number of
inter-molecular collisions decreases and eventually
there comes a stage in which the number of
collisions between molecules are rare compared to
the number of collisions with the surrounding walls,
in which case each molecule acts independently to
bring forth the gas properties (Kennard 1938). This
makes the gas lose its intimate contact with solid
bodies such that the gas “slips” over the surface,
and in the case of heat or mass transfer, a
temperature or concentration jump is observed
between the surface and the adjacent gas layer. In
the slip flow regime, the continuum equations can
still be employed but proper velocity slip and,
temperature and concentration jump boundary
conditions should be specified.

INTRUDUCTION

In order to meet the increased power demand for
micro-devices in almost every field of engineering,
scaling down of conventional power supplies to
micro-heat engines, micro fuel cells, micro-turbines
and combustors has been proposed as an efficient,
safe and reliable energy delivery method for MicroElectro-Mechanical-Systems (MEMS). Due to high
energy density of hydrocarbons compared to
Lithium batteries and higher operational cycles,
microburners have been studied in recent years as
heat and energy sources for portable devices (Ahn
et al. 2005, Fernandez-Pello 2002, Maruta 2011,
Miesse and Masel 2004 and Yin et al. 2004). The
energy is either utilized by thermoelectrics for
electric power generation or through endothermic
reactions such as fossil fuel steam reforming or
ammonia decomposition for hydrogen production
for fuel cells. The push towards reducing emission
levels from hydrocarbon combustion has resulted in
an interest in hydrogen production to power fuel
cells. To avoid anode catalyst poisoning in Proton
Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFC), the
hydrogen feed should be carbon monoxide free (less
than 50 ppm). Conventional steam reforming and
water gas-shift reactions could be employed to
produce carbon-monoxide-free hydrogen from
hydrocarbons in industrial scales. However, the
process costs as well as transportation and storage
costs make the on-site production of hydrogen an
attractive option for hydrogen supply of fuel cells.
Hydrogen production from a single step process
such as ammonia decomposition is quite attractive
especially in small-scale devices. Ammonia has
been produced and stored in liquid form for a long
time and issues about production, transportation,
handling and storage are well established. Although
even small traces (as low as 13 ppm) of ammonia
can degrade PEM fuel cell performance, it is shown
that the platinum catalyst of the fuel cell is not
poisoned by ammonia; but rather the decrease in
performance is because H+ ions are replaced
by NH+4 within the fuel cell anode catalyst layer
(Uribe et al. 2002). Also, higher purity of available
commercial ammonia makes it a better candidate
for hydrogen production compared to methanol
(Choudhary et al. 2001). Therefore, the availability,
relatively easy decomposition with no need for
added oxygen or steam and narrow explosion limits
make ammonia a good candidate as a hydrogen
carrier especially for portable devices. Scaling
down the conventional reactors for hydrogen
production is one approach. However, due to
thermal and radical quenching at the walls, gas
phase reactions are suppressed in gaps smaller than
1 ~ 2 millimeters (Fernandez-Pello 2002).
Catalytic-wall reactors could also be employed to
enhance reactions.

The effects of velocity slip and temperature jump
on flow and heat transfer characteristics of nonreacting flows have been extensively studied in
microchannels (Niazmand et al. 2010, Morini 2004,
Renksizbulut et al. 2006, van Rij et al. 2009 and Yu
and Ameel 2001). However, non-equilibrium
transport in reacting flows still remains to be
studied in-depth. In the case of multi-species
transport, another important effect analogous to
temperature jump should be taken into account, i.e.,
the concentration jump. There is very limited work
on the concentration jump and its effects on
catalytic reactions and the available literature has
mainly focused on the temperature jump and
velocity slip effects. The investigation of the
concentration jump was initially performed by
Kramersand Kistemaker (1943) based on the work
of Maxwell on velocity slip and temperature jump.
Concentration jump not only affects the rate of
reaction and local species concentration, but also
velocity slip and temperature jump in both reacting
and non-reacting systems. Many rate-limiting
adsorption/desorption reactions are very sensitive to
local temperatures and hence the proper modeling
and computation of temperature along with the local
species concentration is vital for an accurate
prediction of the behaviour of such systems.
Therefore, all of these non-equilibrium effects
should be considered simultaneously in the
simulation of microreactors. This is even more
pronounced in catalytic reactions since all the
reactions take place on the wall. The effect of
temperature jump on the performance of reactive
systems
was
investigated
and
verified
experimentally by Shankar and Glumac (2003)
using low-pressure catalytic combustion systems.
The concentration jump phenomenon has been
detected in simulations of reacting gas mixtures by
Bird (1994) and Papadopoulos and Rosner (1996).
Xu and Ju(2005 and 2006) derived a concentration
slip model and investigated the rarefaction effects
on the rate of catalytic reactions in the numerical
modeling of hydrogen and methane oxidation. In

Microstructured reactors benefit from high process
intensification, a wide reaction range up to
explosion limits, reactor safety, faster process
development and distributed production which
make them suitable for highly endothermic and
exothermic chemical reactions. As the push for
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their work, they considered the combuustion of
premixed stooichiometric mixtures
m
at very
v
low
pressures rannging from 1000 Pa to 0.2 atm.
a
The
velocity slip and temperatuure discontinuitty at the
wall were moodeled using the conventional mixtureaveraged bouundary conditioons. Li et al. (22008 and
2009) compaared the effectss of different operating
o
conditions onn the flame tem
mperature of meethane/air
and hydrogenn/air mixtures. They also stuudied the
effects of firsst order velocitty slip and tem
mperature
jump boundary conditioons on thee flame
s
temperature. They reported negligible slip/jump
w velocities annd large channnels (d=1
effects at low
mm) and a considerable
c
tem
mperature disccontinuity
at the wall close
c
to the flaame region duee to high
radial gradiennts. More recenntly, Qazi Zaddeet et al.
(2012b) studdied the nonn-equilibrium slip/jump
s
effects in cattalytic oxidatioon of lean hyddrogen/air
mixtures undder different opperating conditiions. The
presence of a temperature discontinuity
d
att the wall
was reported to be the mainn factor in deffining the
concentrationn jump at the edge of the Knudsen
layer.

sizes
s
considerred in the present study
y, the
homogeneous
h
r
reactions
can bee ignored as disscussed
in
i detail by QazziZadeet al. (20012a). Detailed surface
reaction
r
mechaanisms are emplloyed in order to
t fully
account
a
for the
t
effects off surface speccies in
determining
d
thee heterogeneouss reaction pathw
ways.

2.

MAT
THEMATICA
AL MODEL

2.1
2 Governin
ng Equationss
A schematic view
v
of channnel geometry and
a
the
coordinate
c
system are shown iin Fig. 1. The channel
c
height
h
is H and the mainn flow is in the x
direction.The
d
g
governing
masss, momentum, energy,
e
and
a
species continuity
c
equaations for a steady,
laminar,
l
reactinng gas flow are::
(1)
·
0
·
·
·
(2)
·
·

Small hydroogen generatinng devices haave been
developed annd tested in recent years to meet the
needs for on-site
o
producttion of hydroogen for
portable devvices (Ganleyy 2004a, 20004b and
Sørensen et al.
a 2005). Different catalysts and
a metal
supports havve been proposed and exam
mined for
hydrogen production. In these experim
ments the
h been meassured for
ammonia connversion rate has
different geoometries and operational coonditions.
The underlyying detailed chemical kinnetics of
ammonia deecomposition on different catalytic
surfaces, how
wever, is not weell documented yet. Few
studies havee reported eleementary reacttions for
ammonia deccomposition andd usually the gllobal rate
of reaction (one
(
step) is presented
p
for ammonia
decompositioon. Deshmukh et
e al. (2004) preesented a
detailed micrrokinetic modell for describingg surface
chemistry of ammonia decomposittion on
ruthenium. Based
B
on the microkinetic
m
moodel, they
used a reduuced rate exppression for numerical
n
simulation off the experimennt carried out byy Ganley
et al. (2004bb). In the curreent research thhis set of
elementary reactions
r
will be used for numerical
n
simulation of ammoniaa decomposittion on
ruthenium.

∑

·

Φ

·

(3)
(4)

Fig. 1. Plaanar channel geometry and the
coordinate syystem.
The
T
molar prooduction rate due to homog
geneous
reaction
r
is exccluded from thhe species con
ntinuity
equation
e
since homogeneous
h
rreaction effectss can be
neglected
n
(Qaazi Zade et al. 2012a). In
I this
formulation,
f
the enthalpy of thhe
species
and
the
t mixture enthhalpy are deffined as:
,

,

;

∑

(5)

In
I the presentt work, all eff
ffects due to thermal
t
radiation
r
and the
t Dufour efffect are ignoreed. The
species
s
diffusioon mass flux
is determined
d using
the
t multi-compponent diffusionn equation as (Bird
(
et
al.
a 2001 and Hiirschfelder et all. 1965):
1

In the presennt work, the veelocity slip, tem
mperature
jump and concentration
c
jump effects on the
catalytic deccomposition of ammonia inn planar
microchannells are examinned. To this end, the
concentrationn jump, velocitty slip and tem
mperature
jump boundaary conditions derived
d
by Qazzi Zadeet
al. (2008) arre employed. This set of boundary
b
conditions, derived
d
in theeir most generral form,
represent various terms in predicting
p
the slip/jump
s
conditions foor reacting muulticomponent mixtures.
m
Unlike the firrst-order slip/jum
mp boundary coonditions
where the miixture-averagedd properties aree utilized
to relate thhe slip velocity and tem
mperature
discontinuity to the field varriable gradientss, this set
f
individual species
of conditionns accounts for
separately along
a
with possible
p
conccentration
discontinuity at the wall. Duue to very small channel

(6)

The
T productionn rate of both gaas and surface species
on
o the wall arre modeled using a detailed surface
reaction
r
mechaanism proposedd by Deshmukh
h et al.
(2004)
(
as show
wn in Table 1.
The
T forward reeaction rate connstants for thiss set of
reactions
r
are caalculated as (Deeshmukh et al. 2004):
2
,

Γ

2

exp
(7)

for
f adsorption
,

Γ

exp

for
f desorption or surface reaction
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Table 1 Surface
S
reactioon mechanism of ammonia decomposition
d
o ruthenium (Deshmukh ett al.
on
20004); (s) denotes surface-adsoorbed species; Arrhenius
A
parameters for reeaction rate
⁄
consttants:
exxp
.
Sticking
S
coefficcient (unitless)
orr
No.
R
Reaction
pre-exponentiaal factor [sec-1]
[kcal/mo
ol]
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12

H2 2R
Ru s
2H s
2H s
H2 2Ru s
N2 2R
Ru s
2N s
2N s
N2 2Ru s
NH s Ru s
H s
N s
NH s Ru
u s
N s
H s
NH2 Ru s
NH s H s
NH s H s
NH2 Ru s
NH3 Ru s
NH2 s H s
NH2 s H s
NH3 Ru
u s
NH3 Ru
R s
NH3 s
NH3 s
NH3 Ru s

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
10
1.0
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
1.0
10

1.9
23.7
14.1
37.2
10.4
31.4
19.1
17.4
17.5
13.2
0
18.2

Fig. 2. Sch
hematic of a geeneric control volume
v
next to
o the catalytic wall
w outside th
he Knudsen La
ayer.
with
w ∑
1. The diffusivve fluxes of speecies k
are
a calculated from the previious iteration. This is
discussed
d
in more
m
detail bby Qazi Zade et al.
(2012a).
(

2.2 Boundaary Condition
ns
Since a large number of variiables can change in this
type of probleem, some param
meters are keptt constant
in order to make
m
a meaningfful comparisonn between
different casees. The inlet maass flux of eachh species,
which is helld constant, coonsists of the diffusion
mass flux annd the convective mass fluxx of that
species. At loow Peclet num
mber flows, whiich is the
case in the prresent work, thee diffusive mass transfer
generally beccomes more eff
ffective. Since ammonia
is consumed in the channel, right at the innlet there
exists a positive diffusive mass flux of ammonia
into the channnel. In order to keep the tootal inlet
mass flux constant,
c
the inlet
i
mass fraaction of
ammonia shoould be adjustedd (lowered) accordingly.
This way the total inlet mass
m
flux of ammonia,
a
ains constant. On the
NH
H3
NH3 rema
NH3
other hand, thhe H2 producedd in the channell can also
diffuse back towards the innlet, which ressults in a
negative difffusive mass fllux of H2 ouut of the
channel. Sincce the total masss flux of H2 (diffusion +
convection) is set equal to zero
z
in the sim
mulations,
this outgoingg H2 mass flux should be balaanced by
the incomingg convective fluux of H2 , i.e . H2 , at
the inlet. Theerefore a finite amount of H2 will
w exist
at the channeel inlet, despitee the fact that the inlet
hydrogen maass flux is zeroo. At each iteraation, the
inlet mass fraaction of all sppecies
and the
t massaveraged inllet velocity
are calculateed using
constraintss) along
k
k = const((

The
T surface site density of thee walls is specified to
be
b
Γ 1.66
6 10 mol/m
m2
simulatin
ng
a
polycrystalline
p
ruthenium coating (based on a
ruthenium
r
dennsity of Ru 1
12.45 g/cm3 ) with a
surface
s
accomm
modation coeff
fficient of 1.0. In the
present
p
work, the
t inlet gas temperature is assumed
to
t be Tin 300
0 Kwhile the w
wall temperaturre Tw is
maintained
m
at 1000 K, unlesss otherwise speecified.
The
T flow is maass driven suchh that the mass flux of
each
e
species iss constant at thhe channel inleet. The
outlet
o
pressure is assumed to be atmosphericc. In all
simulations,
s
a channel lenngth of
20
2
is
considered.
c
Hoowever, due tto the low am
mmonia
decomposition
d
rate, this chhannel length is not
enough
e
for complete amm
monia consum
mption.
Therefore,
T
in order
o
to handlee the outlet bo
oundary
properly,
p
the laast 25% of the channel is assu
umed to
be
b inert, allowing the flow, tem
mperature and species
fields
f
to develoop completely.
In
I the slip flow
w regime, the coontinuum equatiions for
mass,
m
momenntum and eenergy conserrvation,
described
d
earlieer, can still be employed but proper
slip/jump
s
bounndary conditionns should be sp
pecified
to
t account foor non-equilibrrium effects in the
Knudsen
K
layer. The Knudsen layer is schematically
depicted
d
in Fig. 2 for a genericc boundary celll. In the
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On the other hand, the diffusion flux at the edge of
the Knudsen layer into the gas-phase depends on the
concentration gradients outside the Knudsen layer.
This is shown schematically in Fig. 2 where a typical
wall control volume is shown with respect to the
Knudsen layer. The production rate of surface
species , on the other hand, is governed by:

case of multi-species transport, an important effect
analogous to temperature-jump should be taken into
account, i.e., the concentration-jump. In the present
work, proper velocity slip, temperature jump and
concentration jump boundary conditions, proposed
by Qazi Zadeet al. (2008), are employed at the wall.
In a reacting mixture, these boundary conditions
can be expressed as:

1

2

2

1,

(9)

,

2
,

∑

1

2

(10)

∑

1

⁄

∑

(11)
where the Newtonian viscous stresses are defined
as:
(12a)

3.
2
1
1

4
5
4

3
8

1
1

(12b)

NUMERICAL
IMPLEMENTATION

The formulation presented in Eqs. (1-4) is an
elliptic model where the axial diffusion terms are
retained. These equations were discretized using the
finite volume method. A non-staggered (colocated)
arrangement was employed for the solution of the
flow field following the Rhie and Chow (1983)
formulation. Implementing the Pressure Weighted
Interpolation Method (PWIM), the control volume
face velocities are related to nodal pressure values.
A deferred correction scheme is also used to
improve the upwind approximation in descretizing
the advection terms. After each step in the solution
of gas phase species, the flux matching boundary
condition (13) and the surface species production
rate (14) equations are solved on every wall
element. The connection between the molar
concentration of species on the wall and at the edge
of the Knudsen layer is established utilizing the
concentration jump boundary condition. In each
iteration, the molar concentration of species at the
wall required for the calculation of the
in Eq. (13) are
heterogeneous production rate
written in terms of the molar concentration of
species at the edge of the Knudsen layer using Eq.
(9). This way, Eqs. (13) and (14) will form a closed
equations to solve for the molar
set of
concentration of species at the edge of the Knudsen
layer and surface coverage of species at the wall.
This set of non-linear DAEs are solved using the
SUNDIALS code (Hindmarsh et al. 2005).

(12c)

3
1

(14)

Equations (12) and (13) form a set of stiff nonlinear Differential Algebraic Equations (DAE)
which is generally handled using the Newton
method. The details about the numerical treatment
of these equations are discussed by Coltrin et al.
(1991) and Mazumder and Lowry (2001).

⁄

2
3

,

The second term on the right hand side of the above
equation represents the change in the total number
of available sites. In the present work, this term is
dropped since due to the employed surface reaction
mechanism scheme, the total number of available
sites remains conserved as the reaction takes place
on the walls. At steady state, the left hand side of
this equation will also be zero which makes the net
production rate of surface species
equal to zero.
However, the transient term in Eq. (14) is retained
to facilitate the convergence of the system of
equations (Mazumder and Lowry 2001). Surface
species site fractions , by definition, should also
1.
satisfy the constraint ∑

2

,

,

∑

1, 2,

2

The accommodation coefficient is equal to zero
for specular reflection at the wall and equal to 1 for
diffuse reflection (Chapman and Cowling 1970).
This coefficient decreases for high temperatures and
rough surfaces and typically can range between 0.1
to 1.0. In the present work, the surface
accommodation coefficient is set equal to 1.0 for all
species. In the derivation of Eq. (9), it is assumed
that the velocity distribution of the molecules
reflected from the surface does not depend on the
species sticking coefficient or the local surface
coverage of species.
In the absence of mass accumulation (e.g. etching
or deposition) on an impermeable wall, the
conservation of mass requires the diffusion mass
flux of each gas phase species to be balanced by its
production/destruction rate due to heterogeneous
reactions on the wall as:
(13)
·
1, 2, ,
The rate of production/depletion of gas species
depends on the molar concentration of species on the
catalytic wall, not at the edge of the Knudsen layer.
The relation between these values is dictated by the
concentration jump boundary condition, i.e. Eq. (9).

The solution to this set of equations yields the
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Fig. 3. Veloccity slip (a) and
d temperature jump (b) at th
he edge of the Knudsen
K
layerr along a
m
channel with
w an inlet maass flux of ′′
kg/m2 s under
u
differentt slip/jump bou
undary conditiions.
Streamwise velocity (c) an
nd temperaturee (d) distributiions at /
. .
surface speciies site fractionns on the walll and the
mass fractionns of gas phasee species at thee edge of
the Knudsen layer which are employedd as the
proper bounddary conditionss for the next iteration.
The mixture transport
t
propeerties as well ass the pure
species prooperties are obtained using the
CHEMKIN database
d
(Kee ett al. 1986). Thee solution
domain is discretized
d
usinng an orthogonal nonuniform gridd distribution. Grid point density is
higher near the
t wall and channel
c
inlet since
s
the
highest gradiients are expeected in these regions.
Different messh sizes were exxamined in ordder to test
the grid indeppendence of thee results. A messh size of
140 × 24 (witth an expansionn ratio of 1.02 and
a 1.025
in the x and y directions, reespectively) yieelds gridindependent results. Alsoo, since the channel
geometry andd boundary connditions are syymmetric,
only half of thhe channel is siimulated numerrically.

channel
c
were all
a in good agreeement with av
vailable
experimental
e
a numerical ddata (Qazi Zad
and
deet al.
2012a
2
and 2012b). Finally, the proposed set of
boundary
b
condditions for multticomponent mixtures
m
given
g
in sectiion 2.2 are vvalidated again
nst the
predictions
p
off Direct Simuulation Monte Carlo
(DSMC)
(
methhod for non--reacting H2/N
N2 and
H2/N2/CO2 mixxtures as presennted in Qazi Zad
de et al.
(2012c).
(

4.

RESULTS AND D
DISCUSSION
N

In
I this section, the effects oof slip/jump bo
oundary
conditions
c
on various
v
field vaariables are discussed.
The
T previouslyy described veloocity slip, temp
perature
jump
j
and conccentration jumpp boundary con
nditions
are
a denoted byy “VS”, “TJ” annd “CJ”, respecctively.
Pure
P
ammonia enters the channnel with an inleet mass
flux
f
of
2 kg/m2 s whiile the temperaature at
the
t
walls are kept constannt
1000 K.
K Two
channel
c
sizes of
15 m
mand
30 m are
considered
c
herre. The range of Knudsen number
n
encountered
e
inn this work is 0.015-0.03 (baased on
channel
c
height and hydrogen m
mean free path)).

The numericaal code is validdated at differennt stages.
Initially, a 3D
D extension off the code is developed
d
for non-reactting compressible flow of air within
rectangular channels. Griid independennce and
validation aggainst the avaailable theorettical and
numerical preedictions are prresented inQazi Zade et
al. (2011). Thhe gas phase annd catalytic reacctions are
validated afteerwards by com
mparing the siimulation
results with thhe experimentaal and numericaal data of
Appel et al. (22002) in a planaar geometry.Strreamwise
and cross-ssectional speecies mass fraction
distributions as well as the temperature fieeld in the

Velocity
V
and temperature
t
disstributions acro
oss the
channel
c
as weell as velocity slip and temp
perature
jump
j
along a
15 m channnel are shown
n in Fig.
3 (a) and (b) under differennt boundary co
ondition
combinations.
c
W
When
only the vvelocity slip bo
oundary
condition
c
is connsidered, the teemperature at th
he edge
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of the Knuudsen layer is equal to the
t
wall
temperature, which
w
eliminattes the axial tem
mperature
gradient. In such
s
a case, thhe wall shear sttress
governs the slip
s velocity beehavior. Due to the very
low Reynoldds number (Ree~1), normal velocity
gradients are only significaant close to thee channel
inlet and quicckly fade out fuurther down thee channel.
Therefore, exxcept for regionns close to the inlet, the
velocity slip does not influeence the flow field
f
to a
great extent. On the other hand, the tem
mperature
discontinuity at the wall signnificantly affectts the slip
velocity. Thee presence off a strong tem
mperature
gradient along the wall in thhe developing region
r
of
the channel increases thhe slip velociity. The
temperature jump itself is mostly
m
influenceed by the
temperature gradient
g
normall to the wall. Again,
A
the
highly diffusiive nature of thhe transport proocesses in
these small channels (P
Pe~1) diminisshes the
gradients withhin about one channel heightt into the
channel.

temperature
t
disscontinuity notiiceably alters th
he inlet
hydrogen
h
masss fraction especcially in region
ns close
to
t the wall.

The concenntration jump boundary condition,
c
however, dooes not alter the velocity slip and
temperature jump
j
at the wall
w and its infl
fluence is
negligible. Allthough, as willl be discussed later, the
species masss fractions are affected by the
concentrationn jump boundarry condition, thheir effect
on the mixturre properties is minimal
m
and heence does
not influencee the flow and temperature fieelds. The
above-mentiooned effects aree more evident in Fig. 3
(c) and (d) where the vellocity and tem
mperature
fields are skketched across the channel at
a /
0.33 underr different boundary condition
c
combinationss. Clearly, in thhis operating condition,
c
the presencee of temperatuure jump is the
t
most
important facctor in definingg both the veloocity and
temperature fields. The minimal efffect of
concentrationn jump bounddary condition on the
velocity and temperature distributions
d
accross the
channel is alsso evident.

Fig. 4. Inlett NH3 and H2 m
mass fractions for
different typ
pes of wall bou
undary conditiions.

The
T species maass fractions of H2, N2 and NH
H3 at the
edge
e
of the Knuudsen layer aree shown in Fig. 5 for a
15 m chaannel.

Due to the coonstant mass flux
f
boundary condition
c
imposed at thhe inlet, the speecies mass fractions can
be different under
u
different wall
w boundary condition
c
combinationss. The inlet masss fractions of NH3 and
H2 are shownn in Fig. 4 forr a
15 m channel
under differeent types of wall
w boundary condition
c
combinationss.Right at the channel inlet, due to
ammonia connsumption in the channel, theree exists a
positive difffusive mass flux
f
of NH3 into the
channel. In order
o
to keep the
t total ammoonia inlet
mass flux constant,
c
the inlet
i
mass fraaction of
ammonia shoould be adjustedd (lowered) accordingly.
On the otheer hand, the hydrogen
h
and nitrogen
produced in the
t channel caan diffuse backk towards
the channel inlet which results in a negative
diffusive masss flux of H2 annd N2 out of thee channel.
Since the totaal mass flux (difffusion + conveection) of
the reaction products is seet equal to zerro in the
simulations, the
t outgoing diiffusive mass fllux of H2
and N2 shoould be balanced by the incoming
i
convective fluux, i.e.
V and
V, at the inlet.
Therefore a finite
fi
amount off H2 and N2 willl exist at
the channel innlet despite theeir zero total innlet mass
flux. It is evvident that the velocity slip boundary
b
condition alone does not
n
affect thhe inlet
composition. However, the presencee of a

Fig. 5. H2 (a), N2 (b) and NH
H3 (c) mass fra
actions
at the edge of the Knudsen llayer under diffferent
types of wall
w boundary cconditions alon
ng
the chann
nel.
As
A observed, the velocity sslip influence on the
species
s
mass fractions
fr
is minnimal. It is duee to the
fact
f
that the prresence of veloocity slip alonee at the
wall
w does not significantly
s
chhange the veloccity and
temperature
t
fieelds (Qazi Zadde et al. 2012b
b). The
decrease
d
in thhe hydrogen m
mass fraction in the
“VS+TJ”
“
cases is mainly ddue to the deccreased
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hydrogen levels at the inlet. The presence of strong
axial temperrature gradientt as a result of “TJ”
significantly increases the velocity
v
slip at the edge
of the Knudssen layer. The increased slip velocity
close to the wall
w decreases the
t inlet hydroggen mass
fraction in thhis region as observed in Fig
F 4. In
addition, the increased near--wall velocity alters
a
the
velocity andd temperature distributions in the
channel. The nitrogen and ammonia
a
mass fractions
l
remain inntact with
at the edge off the Knudsen layer
the introductiion of slip/jumpp boundary condditions.

the
t
temperatuure jump bouundary condittion is
introduced,
i
thhe conversion rate experien
nces a
considerable
c
inncrease in the ddeveloping regiion and
then
t
merges with
w
the no-sliip case result further
downstream.
d
The presencee of concen
ntration
discontinuity
d
att the wall, on thhe other hand, counter
c
balances
b
the inncrease in hydrrogen production rate
by
b reducing the
t
species mass fraction gradient
g
normal
n
to thhe wall. Thee decrease in
i
the
concentration
c
gradients (annd consequenttly the
ammonia
a
diffuusive mass fluux towards thee wall)
translates
t
into lower hydrogeen production rates
r
as
can
c be readily seen in Eq. ((12). Lower hy
ydrogen
level
l
at the innlet in the preesence of temp
perature
discontinuity
d
att the wall also contributes to higher
levels
l
of hydroggen productionn in the case of “TJ”.
“

In order to innvestigate slip/jjump effects onn species
transport, the catalytic produuction rates of H2 under
c
a shown
are
various bounddary condition combinations
in Fig. 6. Due to a very low
w Reynolds num
mber, the
g
transport of species and energy is generally
diffusive, andd therefore, thee velocity slip does not
alter the masss and energy trransfer significantly. As
such, the veloocity slip bounddary condition alone
a
has
a very smalll impact on thhe hydrogen prroduction
rate. Howeveer, the influennce of the tem
mperature
jump boundarry condition is noticeable,
n
especially in
the developinng region of thhe
15 m channel.
The increase in the catalytiic hydrogen prroduction
due to the presence
p
of tem
mperature disccontinuity
diminishes as
a the channnel size increeases, as
observed in Fig.
F 6 (b). Thiis is in accord with the
decreased Knnudsen numbeer (curtailing slip/jump
s
effects in genneral) in the largger channel.

Species
S
coveraage on the caatalytic wall is also
influenced
i
by the slip/jump boundary cond
ditions.
Figure
F
7 showss the surface cooverage Z of different
15 µm channell. Close
species
s
at the wall
w for a
to
t the channel inlet,
i
the surface is dominated by free
sites
s
and N(s). As ammonnia reacts alon
ng the
channel,
c
the increased hydrrogen in the channel
c
gives
g
rise to H(s)
H coverage. A
Although the nitrogen
n
level
l
in the chaannel is also inncreased, the ad
dsorbed
hydrogen
h
coverrage starts incrreasing at the expense
e
of
o N(s) due too the much low
wer activation energy
barrier
b
(see Table
T
1). As with other vaariables
before,
b
the veloocity slip alone does not influeence the
surface
s
speciees coverages. In the presen
nce of
temperature
t
juump the changge in H(s) an
nd N(s)
coverages
c
comppared to the “N
No Slip” case follows
f
the
t same trend as the mass frractions of H2 and
a N2
at
a the edge of the
t Knudsen layyer; i.e. slightly
y lower
H(s)
H
and sligghtly higher N
N(s) coverages. The
available
a
free sites Ru(s) and N
NH3(s) are inflluenced
the
t
most by the presencce of concen
ntration
discontinuity
d
att the wall.

3.

C
CONCLUSIO
ONS

In
I this paper, non-equilibrium
n
m slip/jump efffects in
catalytic
c
ammoonia decomposiition on rutheniium are
numerically
n
sttudied in plannar microchann
nels. A
colocated
c
finitee volume methood is used to so
olve the
transport
t
equattions with surrface reactionss under
different
d
operaating conditionss. A complete set of
slip/jump
s
bounndary conditions derived fro
om the
kinetic
k
theoryy of gases iis used along
g with
continuum
c
equuations to acccount for rareefaction
effects.
e
Besides the velocity slip and temp
perature
at the walll, the effeccts of
discontinuity
d
concentration
c
juump are also innvestigated.
The
T
concentrattion jump effeect on the flo
ow and
temperature
t
fieelds is found tto be negligible since
the
t mass-averagged properties of the mixture do not
vary
v
consideraably. In the range of op
perating
conditions
c
connsidered in thhe present worrk, the
temperature
t
jum
mp boundary coondition affectss the

Fig. 6. Catalytic production rates of H2 along
a
the
nnel for (a)
m and
chan
(b)
m undeer different typ
pes
of boundary conditioon combination
ns.
The axial tem
mperature graddient at the edgge of the
Knudsen layyer substantiallly increases the slip
velocity, whiich in turn ennhances the coonvective
mass transferr and causes steeper
s
gradiennts in the
vicinity of thhe wall. As cann be inferred from
f
Eq.
(12) steeper normal gradiients (higher diffusion
mass flux) inccrease the speccies reaction rattes . As

flow
f
and tempeerature fields thhe most. The prresence
of
o strong axial temperature grradients at the channel
c
inlet
i
substantiially increasess the velocity
y. The
velocity
v
slip boundary conndition only slightly
s
influences
i
the species
s
distribuution at the edgee of the
Knudsen
K
layer as well as insidde the channel.
710
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